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Tracks, Xiu Xiu © ZDF/Cara Robbins

ALL CULTURE
EVERY CULTURE
85

%
of programmes
produced in Europe

With ARTE you can savour great screen classics,
embark on unforgettable journeys, track the
latest knowledge and dip into tomorrow’s
lifestyles.
Drop in on your European neighbours, relive
the events that forged our history, analyse the
challenges facing world affairs.

great films
every week
Toni Erdmann by Maren Ade © Komplizen Film - NFP Marketing/Distribution
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Ma Loute by Bruno Dumont © Roger Arpajou

The Champion by Charles Chaplin © ARTE/Lobster Films

FOR FILM BUFFS
AND EVERYONE ELSE
Plunge into the exhilarating and timeless world of
classic cinema, experience ambitious new avant-garde
productions, inventive shorts, beautifully restored
silent films and cutting-edge cross-media formats.
ARTE supports Europe’s most talented up-andcoming film-makers, as well as showcasing award
winners from leading international festivals.

Secret life of babies by Barny Revill © Oxford Scientific Films

%
of all programmes
are documentaries

On the trail of the penguins by Jérôme Bouvier © Vincent Munier

40

LEARN
AND EXPLORE

Marvel at the natural world. Explore science. The thrill
of traveling off the beaten track. Venture into remote
areas, meet unique people and get those taste buds
tingling. Discover the globe from a child’s eyes. Share
the daily lives of a bunch of budding reporters from
Iraq, Australia or Bangladesh.
Unravel science and new technology. Analyse the latest
insights from astronomy, medicine, zoology, physics,
ecology and mathematics.
360° GEO : Looking for a groom in China © Medienkontor/J. M. Schumacher

Over

1000
hours live
on ARTE Concert

Meatbodies © Rod Maurice

BE AMAZED
AND INSPIRED
Casting aside old templates, ARTE gives creatives a free
hand to challenge entrenched views of the world. Always
alert to new trends, always defying the straitjacket, ARTE
magazine shows stir cultures and blend ideas. Punchy
reviews, thought-provoking interviews. Original and daring
projects, including a stunning array of exceptional dramas,
vibrant documentaries and compelling series. And ARTE
Concert caters for the full music spectrum: rock, rap, pop,
jazz and classical. The best of live performance around
the clock on stage or on catch-up.

How to change the world © Greenpeace / Rex Weyler

Poland has not perished yet by Claus Richter © Prodemorally von Jaap Ariens, Lizenz: CC BY 2.0

Women Soldiers In Kurdistan © Magneto Presse

MAKE SENSE
OF GLOBAL EVENTS
Understanding our past helps to decipher our
present. Trace Europe’s roots back to ancient
civilisations. Learn from living memories.
Historical precision with a personal touch.
News at ARTE means investigation, not sensation.
Insights to unlock health and environmental issues.
Facts to probe social and economic questions.
The stories that matter today.

HOW DOES
ARTE WORK?
RTBF

Belgium

RTÉ

85

Finland
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%
of programmes
produced in Europe
On air since 1992, the public service
television channel ARTE promotes
understanding among Europeans.
The head office ARTE GEIE deals
with scheduling and broadcasting.
The two members ARTE France
et ARTE Deutschland supply most
of the programmes.
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TVP
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of Europeans can watch ARTE
% in their mother tongue
LANGUAGES
> Français
> Deutsch
> English
> Español
> Polski

+ arte.tv/en

FIVE LANGUAGES
ON OFFER
Yello © ZDF/Helen Sobiralski

All programmes go out
in French and German
simultaneously, and viewers
can switch between
languages. A selection of
flagship magazine shows,
documentaries and exciting
live performances are
subtitled in English, Spanish,
Polish and soon also in Italian.
For 600 hours a year online,
this brings the unique ARTE
experience and quality
content to a broader audience
across the continent and
beyond thanks to the support
of the European Union.

ON AIR
OR À LA CARTE
Watch ARTE in France and Germany
on any device you like.
In French and German speaking
countries and all over Europe,
programmes are carried by many
satellite, cable and IPTV operators.
You can also enjoy ARTE “à la carte”
with the App for most smart TV and
mobile devices.

+ reception.arte.tv

Europe
French and German
speaking countries

Les Aventuriers de l’Art Moderne (The Adventurers of Modern Art),
Fernande Olivier, painted by Amélie Harrault © Silex Films/Financière Pinau

Les grands mythes grecs (The Great Greek Myths) © Rosebud Productions

ARTE PROGRAMMES
MADE TO LAST
+ sales.arte.tv

Histoire d’arbres (Tree Stories) © Camera lucida/Alexandre Abrard

+ sales.arte.tv

4,000
hours of
documentary
film in stock

ARTE sells and exports its
programmes. With its rich
diversity of styles and genres,
the catalogue is an
international benchmark
in documentary distribution.
Music and the arts feature
strongly, but the broad
spectrum ranges from history
to science, from travel
to current affairs.

arte.tv/en
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